Jewelry Crafts

HOW TO TUMBLE POLISH ROCKS INTO
GEMS, Smith. This classic guide book
is back in print! Handy spiral binding
allows book to lay flat while you work.
64 pgs., ISBN 9780976560319, $22.20

HOW YOU CAN CUT AND POLISH GEMS
INTO VALUABLE JEWELS, Smith. The
411 information guide that covers 80
major gemstones, cabochons, faceting
& cabinet specimens. Spiral binding.
64 pgs., ISBN 9780976560302, $19.50

GEMSTONE TUMBLING, CUTTING,
DRILLING &
CABOCHON
MAKING: A Simple
Guide to Finishing
Rough Stones,
Magnuson and Carver.
This beginner’s guide
covers all the techniques you need to
know. By following
the authors’ simple
approach, you’ll create
finished stones worthy
of displaying, turning
into jewelry or selling.

INDIAN JEWELRY MAKING, Branson.
This long-standing favorite is a fullcolor presentation of traditional
silversmithing methods. Spiral-bound.
120 pgs., ISBN 9781887896030, $24.95

SIMPLE SOLDERING: A Beginner’s
Guide to Jewelry Making, Richbourg.
Learn to love your torch and make 20
beautiful projects; using simple tools,
a guide to proper technique and an
instructional bonus DVD, any crafter can
create polished and professional soldered
jewelry; 164 min. bonus DVD included.
160 pgs., ISBN 9781596685505, $29.95

FOLDFORMING, Lewton-Brain. The ultimate reference on foldforming from the
artist who invented this ground-breaking
approach to working with metal. Hard
cover. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781929565269, $35.00

128 pgs., ISBN 9781591934608, $18.95

OPAL & GEMSTONE JEWELRY: Cutting,
Designing, Setting, A Step-by-Step
Instructional Guide, Downing. Simple and
easy to understand loaded with insider
tips, insights and new perspectives from
an expert with over 40 years experience.
310 pgs., ISBN 9780981733609, $29.95

THE COMPLETE METALSMITH,
McCreight. A best-selling workshop
manual. Abundantly illustrated. Spiral

bound, 200 pgs., ISBN 9780871922403, $19.95.

CREATIVE STONESETTING, Cogswell.
Discover dozens of ways to attach stones
to gold and silver objects. Detailed text
and over 600 drawings describe concepts,
tools and techniques appropriate to
jewelers of every skill level. Hard cover.
208 pgs., ISBN 9781929565221, $35.00

JEWELER’S RESOURCE: A Reference of
Gems, Metals, Formulas and Terminology
for Jewelers, Knuth. A practical tool
for the bench jeweler or student, and
the most complete reference available
for the retail jeweler. Spiral-bound,
112 pgs., ISBN 9780964355033, $21.95

CHAIN MAIL JEWELRY: Contemporary
Designs from Classic Techniques,
Taylor & White. Projects are clearly
presented utilizing a range of chain
mail techniques. Hard cover, 144 pgs.,
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ISBN 9781579907235, $24.95

CHASING AND REPOUSSÉ: Methods
Ancient and Modern, Corwin. Both
beginners and advanced workers
will learn design and techniques of
chasing and repoussé (using hammers
and punches). Hard Cover. 184 pgs.,
ISBN 9781929565320, $35.00

THE ART OF ENAMELING: Techniques,
Projects, Inspiration, Dary. Contains
a complete course in enameling,
including tools and equipment needed.
178 pgs., ISBN 9781579909543, $17.95

THE WIREWORKER’S COMPANION,
Peck & Dickerson. This comprehensive guide is packed full of
illustrated techniques. Hard cover.
116 pgs., ISBN 9781596687196, $19.95

THE JEWELRY MAKING HANDBOOK:
Simple Techniques and Step-byStep Projects, McSwiney, Williams &
Davies. Produce professional-looking
jewelry using simple techniques and
equipment; spiral bound. Hard cover.
192 pgs., ISBN 9780785822998, $14.95

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF JEWELRY
MAKING: A Full-Color Introduction to
the Jeweler’s Art, Codina. Learn every
aspect of jewelry making in this large
source book filled with essential details
on every technique you will need.
160 pgs., ISBN 9781579903046, $19.95

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WIRE
JEWELRY TECHNIQUES: A
Compendium of Step-by-Step Techniques
for Making Wire-Based Jewelry, Withers.
Techniques explained in simple language
for creating unusual and striking
designs; for the beginner or the expert.
160 pgs., ISBN 9780762445776, $19.95

WIRE WRAPPING, Chandler. Learn
to create stunning jewelry, no experience needed! Begin with the basics,
then learn the essential techniques for
designing deceptively simple projects.
128 pgs., ISBN 9781596680593, $22.95

WIREWORK: An Illustrated Guide to
the Art of Wire Wrapping, Armstrong.
Achieve the look of designer wireworked
jewelry with this step-by-step guide
for the intermediate artist. Includes
18 projects and an instructional DVD.
128 pgs., ISBN 9781596682900, $26.99

HANDCRAFTED WIRE FINDINGS:
Techniques and Designs for Custom
Jewelry Components, Peck and
Dickerson. Contains over 30 projects
using silver, copper, brass, and artistic
wire; tips on wirework, texturizing, silver
fusing, adding patina and other finishings. 128 pgs. ISBN 9781596682832, $22.99

THE WORKBENCH GUIDE TO JEWELRY
TECHNIQUES, Young. A comprehensive
single-source reference book for jewelers
with detailed and clear step-by-step
instructions and photography. Hard cover,

GREAT WIRE JEWELRY: Projects &
Techniques, Peterson. Both beginners and experienced jewelry makers
will appreciate the ingenious yet
simple techniques used to braid, twist
and knit wire into stunning jewelry.
60 pgs., ISBN 9781600596216, $9.95

320 pgs., ISBN 9781596681699, $34.99

PRACTICAL JOINING: A Bench
Reference for Jewelers, McCreight. A
helpful tool for the jewelry craftsperson,
covers a wide range of both traditional and
modern joining techniques. Fully indexed.
102 pgs., ISBN 9781929565160, $18.95

PRACTICAL CASTING, McCreight.
Excellent textbook about lost wax models,
investing, burnout and other procedures.
160 pgs., ISBN 9780961598457, $18.95

BEADS: The Art of Stringing, Ragan.
Simplified, step-by-step guide with
many different knotted designs.
58 pgs., ISBN 9780935182446, $4.95

THE BASICS OF BEAD STRINGING,
Kanan. Best-seller! Addresses the most
common and popular questions for
those wanting to design and produce
their own jewelry. Step-by-step lessons
are given with wire techniques, how
to use leather or satin cords and the
different types of beads available.
82 pgs., ISBN 9780961535315, $9.95

200 BEADING TIPS, TECHNIQUES
& TRADE SECRETS, Power. Clearly
photographed and illustrated, covering
every aspect of beading, from tools
and materials to design and methods,
this will help beginning and advanced
beaders improve their craft 160 pgs.,
ISBN 9780312587475, $22.99
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Jewelry Crafts
Gembooks “How To” Guides

CABOCHON CUTTING, Cox. Illustrations,
photos, and detailed instructions show
how to cut a cabochon. Everything to start
you on the way to expert cutting. Answers
all the questions from dopping to setting
stones. 64 pgs., ISBN 9780935182279, $6.00
ADVANCED CABOCHON CUTTING,
Cox. Learn to master the special
shaped cabochon cutting, assembled
stones, star stones, and cat’s eyes.
Special sections on opal and jade.
64 pgs., ISBN 9780910652148, $6.00

THE ART OF GEM CUTTING, Dake.
This popular guide gets the reader
started on the right path by teaching
how to buy rough stones, cut the gems,
choose and properly use your equipment. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780935182729, $6.95

FACET CUTTER’S HANDBOOK,
Soukup. Contains everything the reader
needs to know to facet gemstones
expertly. Includes 22 beautiful cuts.
64 pgs., ISBN 9780910652063, $6.00

JEWELRY CRAFT MADE EASY,
French. For those who prefer purchasing
finished gemstones and mountings; and assembling unique jewelry.
72 pgs., ISBN 9780935182606, $5.95

JEWELRY MAKING FOR BEGINNERS,
Soukup. Easy-to-learn methods, shown
with photos and detailed text, for
fabricating soldered jewelry pieces.
48 pgs., ISBN 9780910652179, $5.00

HANDBOOK OF LOST WAX AND
INVESTMENT CASTING, Sopcak.
Detailed information and photographs
show how to construct equipment, castings, molds, and patterns for jewelry and
metal. 64 pgs., ISBN 9780935182286, $5.50
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HOW TO TUMBLE POLISH
GEMSTONES, Wexler. Turn pebbles
and rough stones into sparkling
jewels! Guide to tumbling equipment.
32 pgs., ISBN 9780935182378, $6.95

HOW TO MAKE WIRE JEWELRY,
Jenkins & Thrasher. Step-by-step instructions and illustrations show how to use
inexpensive tools and supplies to make
pins, pendants, chains, rings, bracelets, earrings, stickpins and novelties.
32 pgs., ISBN 9780910652322, $6.00

HOW TO USE DIAMOND ABRASIVES,
Riggle. Learn to cut cabochons and small
flats using diamond abrasives. Includes
trim sawing, slab sawing, grinding, dopping,
smoothing, polishing, and equipment.
30 pgs., ISBN 9780910652308, $6.95

HOW TO CREATE WITH HORSESHOE
NAILS, Link. Instructions for making
horseshoe nail jewelry, picture frames,
napkin holders, display stands and sculptures. Covers tools and supplies needed.
22 pgs., ISBN 9780910652261, $2.25

HOW TO REPAIR JEWELRY, Phelps.
Detailed instructions by a professional
jewelry repairman show how to fix broken
chains, replace lost parts, rebuild broken
prongs, remove and reset gemstones,
size rings and more. Also explains
how to remodel old pieces. Illustrated.
30 pgs., ISBN 9780910652292, $5.00

